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I
n the nearly three 

years since QSC debuted 

the HPR powered speaker 

series, it was hard to imagine what 

these sound innovators would 

come out with next to meet the 

ever-evolving needs of the mobile 

DJ. We have seen the HPR 122i’s 

used as both mains and monitors 

and during an assortment of 

events ranging from school 

dances to weddings to rock 

concerts.

So it was with great anticipation that we re-

ceived word QSC was working on another unique 

series designed not to replace the HPR series, 

but to target another segment of the mobile DJ 

market. By moving forward and developing a 

series that is compact yet extraordinarily power-

ful, the company has really tapped into the pulse 

of future versatility that being a mobile DJ really 

entails.

gig report

THE SPECIFICS

The K Series is aptly 

named because each 

of its respective members 

carries a 1,000-watt output. The three principle 

(full-range) models are the K8 (8”, 2-way), K10 (10”, 

2 way), and the K12 (12”, two-way). All are built 

with both a 1.5” compression driver (highs) and 

cone transducer (mids and lows), each pushing 

out 500 watts.

For added versatility, the K Series carries 

the possibility for two separate inputs into each 

cabinet—either with traditional XLR male, RCA, or 

1/4” connectors (each channel possesses its own 

gain controls). From there, signal can either be 

routed through via XLR female individually or out 

via post mix (a combination of the two signals). 

A notable addition that has not been seen 

on QSC speakers before is a unique multi-size pole 

mounting mechanism. Able to accommodate 

standard, large, and smaller size poles, this feature 

recognizes the need mobile DJs often have to 

adapt to a variety of situations. For example, some 

lighting tripods may be able to lift the speaker 

higher, yet until now were not able to accommo-

date speakers due to the girth of their posts.

QSC has provided additional 

control by way of a Low Frequency 

(External Sub/Normal/Deep™) and HF 

switch  (Flat/Vocal Boost). Familiar features 

from the HPR series incude thermal limiting and 

GuardRail™ protection technology. 

The series also includes the KSub, which is 

a dual 12” subwoofer in a lightweight package. 

It really ties the entire system together sonically. 

Like the full range cabinets, the KSub possesses 

two inputs; but unlike the rest of the members 

of the series the woofer possesses only one gain 

because the sub is to be used as the main routing 

point. For ease of use in a mobile setup, the sub 

includes casters on the rear to make transporta-

tion easy.

GIG REPORT 1

THE GIG: Wedding reception for 80 at a major uni-

versity event hall; THE GEAR: Standard BCPDJs rack 

with sound from two QSC K8 (8”, 2-way) with a KSub 

powered subwoofer

This is the smallest of the speaker sets we 

sent out for our test of QSC K Series. Being the 

smallest of the K Series, I was expecting to push 

these units to about 75% of their power at the 

prime portion of the night; but that was definitely 

THREE Speaker Experiences
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not needed. 1000 watts, (thus the “K” in K Series) 

in an 8” format was just amazing. 

While these 8” cabinets can be used without 

the KSub, I wouldn’t recommend doing so unless 

the event is primarily vocals. While the 2-way 

cabinet can put out a nice low sound, the sub 

came in very handy when we got into the main 

portion of the night. The inputs on the back allow 

for a very basic mix from line sources and micro-

phone. Thus, these small units can easily handle 

a normal wedding ceremony simply by plugging 

your iPod into one input and a microphone for 

the pastor into the second input. A very basic 

mix can be done and then sent out post-mix to a 

second speaker.

Overall this is a fantastic new generation, in 

my opinion, of QSC powered speakers. As one of 

the groomsmen said to me “That’s all you are us-

ing for sound in here? That sounds awesome and 

it’s so small!” – Marc Andrews

GIG REPORT 2

THE GIG(s): 1) Wedding reception and ceremony 

for 300 guests. 2) Wedding reception for 250 guests; 

THE GEAR: Standard BCPDJs rack with two QSC 

K10 speakers and a KSub. 2) Standard BCPDJs rack 

with two QSC K10 speakers

I have been using the QSC K10 speakers for 

a couple weeks now. I have taken them out to 

two different wedding receptions with two very 

different room setups…with nothing but the 

same great results. 

The first event was set in a large warehouse-

type space, with about 300 guests. Along with 

the K10 speakers I also brought along one KSub. 

It was a ceremony and reception package where 

I provided sound for the ceremony as well as 

entertainment for the duration of the reception. 

During both portions of the evening I had com-

pliments on the quality of the sound. The lows 

were crisp and clean and the mids and highs 

sounded clear and warm, which is outstanding 

for this type of venue.

One thing in particular I found usueful was 

the “LF” switch on the back of the speaker, which 

serves as a “low cut” mechanism to give the sys-

tem true 3-way capabilityy when using a sub in 

the “ext sub” mode. When I first began, I thought 

that the 10” speakers would need to be pushed to 

make up for the harshness of the space, but I was 

wrong. As it turns out, I found myself running at 

around 75% of my normal master output due to 

the extra muscle these speakers pack into their 

small frames.

My second event was a reception-only affair 

for 250 quests in a small but crowded country 

club. Due to space and power limits for my setup, 

I chose not to use the sub. In this environment, I 

found that the bass put out by the main system 

was generally enough for the event at hand. If I 

needed a little extra boost, the aforementioned 

“LF” switch also provided a “Deep™” setting that 

added extra low end to the signal.

As much as I hate to say it, I’m getting older. 

So, the weight of these speakers was another 

thing that I absolutely loved about them. All the K 

Series speakers are lightweight, clearly built with 

mobile DJs in mind. The K10, for example, weighs 

in at 32 lbs. per cabinet, which is roughly half of 

what my normal rig is. Although I (sadly) never 

needed to crank them up to their full “K-pability” 

the speakers seem more than capable of cranking 

out 1000 watts each. – Brett Williamson

GIG REPORT 3

THE GIG: Wedding reception for approximately 200 

people; THE GEAR: Standard BCPDJs rack and two 

QSC K12 speakers with one KSub

While I have been using the HPR series for 

quite some time, this weekend I had the oppor-

tunity to test drive the new K Series K12 powered 

speakers in a wedding setting for just about 200 

people. During a run-through of my introductions 

that afternoon, positioned out in the crowd area, 

I knew the K12s were winners both in clarity and 

in output.  While I found that the cabinets them-

selves had more than enough sound, being the 

“king of excess,” I decided to also plug in the KSub 

for some added audio assault.

The grand introduction song for my event 

was REO Speedwagon’s “Ridin’ the Storm Out.” 

Anyone who is familiar with the popular live ver-

sion of that recording can attest to its incredible 

mix of both high frequency and low frequency in 

the form of a storm siren at the beginning. This 

incredible output is thanks to two 12” subwoofers 

crammed into a 26” x 14” x 28” enclosure. As for 

the K12s, they match the output of the others in 

the series, but provide more actual sound due to 

their larger “palette” (cabinet). 

Overall, my experience of the K Series was 

a very pleasant one. Like the other reviewers I 

was complimented on the clarity of the sound, 

but I was also impressed at the “targeting” these 

speakers provided. I was able to keep appropriate 

levels of sound for my packed dance floor but 

not be overbearing for my older guests drinking 

coffee and chatting toward the latter part of the 

evening. 

My only complaint is over a relatively minor 

issue that can be fixed quite easily: the casters 

on the KSub do not lock. If you’re like me and 

use a ramp to load everything in your vehicle 

and use the caster locks to keep things in place, 

then locking mechanisms are a big piece of the 

transportation pie. If you transport the sub on its 

rubber footings, then no big deal, but it is worth 

mentioning. – J. Richard Roberts

THE LAST WORD

Among three different opinions, the verdict is the 

same. The K Series takes the idea of a DJ as more 

than a DJ a little further with an emphasis on 

functionality and versatility. Whether negotiated 

on weight (K8 - 27lbs., K10 – 32 lbs., K12 - 41 lbs.), 

output, or sound clarity, the K Series is a winner in 

the books of three experienced mobile DJs. MB
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